However, all that changed the day I learned
what many people were taught, “Merit for
merit and sin for sin.” I learned that making
merit would not erase the sin I committed.
It is unreasonable to think that doing good
can erase the bad. If I abused my wife and
then gave money to a beggar, does that erase
the evil I did to my wife? No!
I was worried about having no way to erase
the sin I’ve committed in my life. But then
I grew very concerned as I realized that I
was born in this world because I had karma
from my previous life that needed to be paid
for in this life. However, in this life, I was
committing more sins that would require
many more lifetimes.
I saw my life as a never-ending cycle of
rebirths. I grew very discouraged as I
realized that I was hopeless and would
never go to heaven.

Then one day, I went to visit my older
brother. He told me that he became a
Christian and knows he is going to heaven.
A ray of hope entered my heart as I
wondered if I could go to heaven too. He
introduced me to the Christians’ Bible and
told me that I would find my answers in this
book. I was surprised to learn that Asians
wrote the Bible. I wondered if maybe this
book had answers for me.
I began learning what the message of the
Bible was all about. I was amazed to find
that the Bible had answers to my questions
and solutions to my problems. It even had
the solution to my greatest problem, “How
to erase the bad I committed.” There was
hope after all. I followed that path and
today, I know that my sin is gone and that I
am going to heaven after I die.
I found my answers in the Bible. Maybe
you wonder if this book has the answers you

need. If so, I recommend to you a FREE
Bible study available from MITTAM
Foundation. Upon completion of the
course, you will be mailed a certificate of
completion from America.

I was hopeless knowing that
I would never go to heaven.

To study by POST, send SMS with code
CP-4, your name and mailing address to
087-193-7157.
To study by EMAIL, send SMS with code
CP-4, your name and email to 087-1937157 or send email to info@vfmsea.com.
You may also fill out the included card or
write to:
Director of VFMSEA
P.O. Box 1117
Don Muang Post Office
Bangkok, 10211

I was just the average Thai. I wanted to have
fun and make money. I wasn’t very
religious, but I would go to the temple once
or twice a year. However, after breaking one
of the Buddha’s commandments I would do
extra merit hoping to cancel out the sin I
just committed.

